
Origami

Newspaper

Pots

1. Cut full size newspaper in

half. Use half sheet, fold in

half. (hamburger style)

2. Fold in half again (hot dog

style). Your previous folded

edge should be folded in half.

3. Open folds up. Now you should have

4 lines to follow. On the folded edge

fold two triangles to center line.

4. Now you should have two

triangles meeting at the

center line.

5. Below triangle folds, fold

outermost page in half to

meet triangles in the middle.

6. Fold last fold in half again

to overlap triangles.

7. Flip over paper to the

backside.

8. Fold the sides into the

middle as shown.

9. This is what it should look

like once both sides are

folded to the middle.
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10. Now fold the bottom up a

quarter of the way.

11. Now fold the bottom up a

quarter of the way again.

12. This is what the result will

be once you've made folds

10 & 11.

13. Open last two folds up

again and tuck end into flaps

created from steps 8 & 9.

14. This is the final result, but make

sure the newspaper you tucked in

between layers to be most secure.

15. You will now notice a

pocket has formed.

16. If you have a pocket, you

are ready for this step. Fold

triangle to one side.

17. Fold triangle to other side.

Open back up. You have just

created a crease for your next fold.

18. This step is a little tricky. Take

the top of your triangle and fold it

to one of it's corners.
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19. This is what the fold should

look like. Open it back up

when done.

20. Put your hand in the

pocket and start to push it out

into a box shape.

21. You'll notice the triangle

flap you just created wants to

fold down on the bottom.

22. Crease flap in place. Flip over and

put your hand down inside and push on

the bottom to secure it's folds.

23. Fill with soil and plant

seeds!

YOUR ARE FINISHED!

 

This pot is compostable and

will degrade with time. You

can plant it right into the

ground. If you need more

assistance with this origami

project, look up "origami

newspaper pot" videos on

YOUTUBE.PAGE 3


